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A Datta-Das spin field-effect transistor is built of a heterostructure with a Rashba spin-orbit in-
teraction (SOI) at the interface (or quantum well) separating two possibly magnetized reservoirs.
The particle and spin currents between the two reservoirs are driven by chemical potentials that are
(possibly) different for each spin direction. These currents are also tuned by varying the strength
of the SOI, which changes the amount of the rotation of the spins of electrons crossing the het-
erostructure. Here we investigate the dependence of these currents on additional Zeeman fields on
the heterostructure and on variations of the reservoir magnetizations. In contrast to the particle
current, the spin currents are not necessarily conserved; an additional spin polarization is injected
into the reservoirs. If a reservoir has a finite (equilibrium) magnetization, then we surprisingly find
that the spin current into that reservoir can only have spins which are parallel to the reservoir
magnetization, independent of all the other fields. This spin current can be enhanced by increasing
the magnetization of the other reservoir, and can also be tuned by the SOI and the various magnetic
fields. When only one reservoir is magnetized then the spin current into the other reservoir has
arbitrary tunable size and direction. In particular, this spin current changes as the magnetization
of the other reservoir is rotated. The optimal conditions for accumulating spin polarization on an
unpolarized reservoir are to either apply a Zeeman field in addition to the SOI, or to polarize the
other reservoir.

I. INTRODUCTION

Spin-polarized electrons can serve as mobile qubits
that contain quantum information. A common way
to tune the electron’s spin polarization uses the spin-
orbit interaction (SOI)1,2. When an electron passes
through a spin-orbit active material (e.g., semiconductor
heterostructures3), its spin rotates around an effective
magnetic field generated by the SOI. Both the direction
of the rotation axis and the amount of rotation can be
controlled in the case of the Rashba4 SOI by appropriate
tuning of gate voltages5–8.

In a seminal paper9, Datta and Das proposed to use
the SOI for the spin field-effect transistor (SFET): The
polarization of electrons which come from one ferromag-
netic reservoir (the source) rotates as they move through
an SOI-active material (the link) into another ferromag-
netic reservoir (the drain). If the two ferromagnets have
parallel magnetizations, if the electrons move ballistically
and if the SOI is switched off, all the electrons enter the
drain, in the ‘ON’ state of the SFET. Switching on a gate
voltage on the link, and tuning it so that the spins ro-
tate by 180o when they reach the drain, the electrons are
blocked from entering the drain, in the ‘OFF’ state of the
SFET. Although the literature contains many papers on
possible realizations of the Datta-Das SFET10–13, most of
these consider the Datta-Das SFET with fully and colin-
early polarized conduction electrons in the reservoirs, and
do not discuss the dependence of the particle and spin
currents on the details of the (possibly partial) reservoir
magnetizations or on additional magnetic fields. This
analysis is presented below. In particular, we find an im-
portant difference between the case of two magnetized

reservoirs, where crucial restrictions on the spin polar-
ization of the electrons appear, and the case where only
one of the reservoirs is magnetized, for which these re-
strictions do not exist in the other reservoir. We did not
find such discussions in the existing literature.

In the simplest model of the Datta-Das device, the
two reservoirs are connected by a one-dimensional wire
(“weak link,”), see Fig. 1. When the link is spin-orbit ac-
tive, the single-channel, two-terminal 2×2 tunneling ma-
trix (in spin space) through the link is unitary. Since
time-reversal symmetry is obeyed, the transmission ma-
trix is proportional to the unit matrix14, and spin split-
ting cannot be achieved with SOI alone. In a recent
paper15, the time reversal symmetry was broken by a
Zeeman energy gained from an external magnetic field
acting on the link. The tunneling matrix through the
link is then non-unitary16, and spin splitting follows. For
certain directions of this field, both the charge and the
spin conductances of the device were found to exhibit os-
cillations with the length of the weak link, even for unpo-
larized reservoirs. Alternatively, time-reversal symmetry
is broken when the leads are polarized17,18, generalizing
the Datta-Das ideal case. Some preliminary aspects of
the reservoir polarizations were also reported in Ref. 19.
Reference 18 had leads which were polarized only in the
longitudinal direction, with no magnetic field on the link.
Reference 19 had lead polarizations in general directions,
but missed an important restriction on the polarizations
generated by the spin-orbit interaction on the link. It
also did not have a magnetic field on the link. These
disadvantages, as well as a wrong sign in some of the re-
sults, are removed in the present paper, which contains
a comprehensive study of the effects of magnetic fields
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everywhere.

L R

FIG. 1: (Color online.) The model: Two spin-polarized reser-
voirs, denoted by L and R, have spin polarizations along the
unit vectors n̂L and n̂R (indicated by the thick arrows). The
reservoirs are connected via a weak link, represented by a
one-dimensional wire (grey line), which points along the unit

vector ŝ. The unit vector b̂so denotes the direction of an ef-
fective magnetic field induced by the spin-orbit interaction on
the wire. An external magnetic field B = Bb̂ is also applied
on the wire.

In this paper we study the charge and spin currents
through a spin-orbit active weak link, on which acts a
Zeeman field, and consider various configurations of po-
larized reservoirs. Most importantly, there is a crucial
difference between an equilibrium reservoir magnetiza-
tion, which is there even in the absence of spin cur-
rents, and a non-equilibrium magnetization, created by
the driving forces of the currents (i.e., spin-dependent
chemical potentials on the reservoirs, that can be gener-
ated by microwave irradiation). Somewhat surprisingly,
the spin current into a polarized lead is found to have
spins which are polarized only along the existing magne-
tization. Although this is a robust result of the calcu-
lation (correct to all orders in the tunneling energies20),
its physical origin is not completely clear. Apparently,
spin states in the lead are quantized along the existing
magnetization, and the incoming additional spins must
adjust to that quantization axis.

After specifying the model Hamiltonian in Sec. II, Sec.
III presents expressions for the particle and spin currents
in the reservoirs, in terms of rate matrices which are de-
rived in Sec. IV. The calculation is carried out to second
order in the tunneling matrix elements in the wide-band
approximation21. Its most interesting outcome, i.e., the
cancellation of the off-diagonal (in spin space) contribu-
tions, which were ignored in the earlier literature, can
be confirmed to all orders in the tunneling energies20.
Using the explicit expression for the tunneling matrix16,
and rotating the quantization axes of the reservoirs into
general directions, Sec. V presents explicit results for the
particle and spin currents, to linear response in the spin-
dependent chemical potentials, with the transport coeffi-
cients (generalized conductances) depending on the SOI,
the Zeeman field acting on the link and on the reservoir
polarizations. Details of the rotations and of the traces
needed in the calculations are contained in Appendix A.
Section VI summarizes our conclusions.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

Our system consists of two reservoirs connected by
a Rashba-active weak link, as shown schematically in
Fig. 1. The Hamiltonian of the entire system has con-
tributions from the leads and from the tunneling of elec-
trons between the leads through the weak link,

H = Hleads +Htun . (1)

In equilibrium, the electrons in each reservoir can be po-
larized in a ferromagnetic phase. The magnetization can
also be generated by either an external Zeeman field, or
by their band structure (e.g., half metals). The creation
(annihilation) operator of an electron with momentum
k(p) and spin σ = +1,−1 ≡↑, ↓ in the left (right) lead is

denoted c†k(p)σ (ck(p)σ). The spin is quantized along the

direction of the equilibrium spin polarization, i.e., along
the unit vectors n̂L and n̂R. The Hamiltonian of the left
and right leads is

Hleads =
∑
k,σ

εkσc
†
kσckσ +

∑
p,σ

εpσc
†
pσcpσ , (2)

where εk(p)σ is the (spin-dependent) energy of the elec-

tron. For instance, in the presence of a Zeeman field
εk(p)σ = εk(p)−(gµB/2)Hσ, with the kinetic energy εk(p).

Below we shall absorb the electronic magnetic moment
(−gµB/2) in the ‘magnetic field’ H, which then has units
of energy.

In addition to the (possible) equilibrium magnetiza-
tion, spin polarization can be introduced through spin-
dependent chemical potentials, e.g., by irradiating the
leads. Microwave radiation can induce photon-assisted
flips of the electrons’ spins. The spin-polarization ob-
tained this way is a non-equilibrium one. Assuming that
the relaxation time of the electronic spin is much longer
than the other relaxation processes, the Fermi distribu-
tion functions can attain spin dependence18,19 via the
chemical potentials,

µL(R)σ = µ0
L(R) + σUL(R) . (3)

In principle, the magnetization due to UL(R) need not be

in the same direction as the equilibrium magnetization.
For simplicity we assume here that it is quantized along
the same direction n̂L(R).

Next we describe the tunneling of electrons between
the reservoirs through the weak link. Denoting by
[Vkp]σσ′ the tunneling amplitude of the electron from the

state with momentum p and spin σ′ in the right lead to
the state with momentum k and spin σ in the left lead,
the tunneling Hamiltonian is

Htun =
∑

k,p,σ,σ′

([Vkp]σσ′c
†
kσcpσ′ + H.c.) . (4)

As seen in Fig. 1, the tunneling electron is subjected to

an external Zeeman field, B = Bb̂ (in energy units), and
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to the Rashba spin-orbit interaction, whose strength is
denoted qso in momentum units (we use units in which
~ = 1). qso can be positive or negative, depending on the
details of the SOI. The latter gives rise to an effective
magnetic field

Bso(q) =
qqso
m∗

b̂so , with b̂so = n̂× ŝ , (5)

whose direction is normal to that of the electric field, n̂,
generating the Rashba interaction, and the direction of
the weak link ŝ, along which the electron, of mass m∗,
moves with momentum q.

The physics of the link is fully contained in the tun-
neling amplitude V . As explained in detail in App. B of
Ref. 16, this amplitude is obtained by evaluating the spin-
dependent propagator between the ends of the tunneling
region. This propagator was calculated in Appendix B

of Ref. 16 for the case b̂ ⊥ b̂so, which is assumed here.
Denoting by a the extent of the localized wave function
in the link22, and adopting the plausible assumption that
the energy [m∗a2]−1 of an electron there is larger than
the spin-orbit and the Zeeman energies,

m∗Ba2 � 1 , qsoa� 1 , (6)

one finds16 that the tunneling amplitude can be written

as Vkp = JṼLR, where J (in energy units) is its value
in the absence of the spin-orbit and Zeeman interactions,
and

ṼLR = V01 + iVso(b̂so · σ) + Vb(b̂ · σ) (7)

is a 2 × 2 matrix, which contains the spin-dependence.
Here, σ is the vector of the three Pauli matrices, 1 is the
2× 2 unit matrix,

V0 = cos(q2s) , Vso = qso[sin(q2s)/q2] ,

Vb =m∗Ba[sin(q2s)/q2] , (8)

s is the length of the weak link, and q2 ≈√
q2so − (m∗Ba)2. In the absence of the Zeeman field this

becomes the Aharonov-Casher phase factor23, which is a
unitary matrix,

ṼLR → eiqsosb̂so·σ . (9)

Since bso = n̂ × ŝ is normal to the direction n̂ of the
electric field creating the spin-orbit interaction, and to

the direction ŝ of the weak link, it follows that b̂so,LR =

−b̂so,RL, and consequently ṼRL = Ṽ †LR.

III. PARTICLE AND SPIN CURRENTS

Both the particle and the spin currents in the left lead
are determined by the rate∑

k

RLkσσ′ =
d

dt

∑
k

〈c†kσckσ′〉 , (10)

with the angular brackets indicating quantum averaging.
The particle current into the left lead is given by the
diagonal terms (in spin space),

IL =
∑
k,σ

RLkσσ , (11)

and the magnetization current (i.e., the spin current) is

ṀL =
∑

k,σ,σ′

RLkσσ′ [σ]σσ′ . (12)

The rate Eq. (10) is conveniently separated into two
contributions,

RLkσσ′ = RL,leadskσσ′ +RL,tunkσσ′ , (13)

where the first comes from the commutator with the
leads’ Hamiltonian,

RL,leadskσσ′ = i〈[Hleads, c
†
kσ(t)ckσ′(t)]〉

= i(εkσ − εkσ′)〈c†kσ(t)ckσ′(t)〉 , (14)

and the second from the commutator with the tunneling
Hamiltonian,

RL,tunkσσ′ = i〈[Htun, c
†
kσ(t)ckσ′(t)]〉

= i
∑
p,σ1

(
[V ∗kp]σσ1

〈c†pσ1
(t)ckσ′(t)−H.c.〉

)
. (15)

The time dependencies of the operators are with respect
to the full Hamiltonian Eq. (1), but the rates themselves
do not depend on time, as they pertain to a steady state
of the system. The corresponding expressions for the
rates belonging to the right lead are found by replacing
L→ R and k→ p. Current conservation is ensured when

IL + IR = 0, which is indeed obeyed, since ṼRL = Ṽ †LR.
(see Sec. II).

IV. RATE MATRICES

To second order in the tunneling matrix elements, the
two contributions to the rate, Eqs. (14) and (15), are
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RL,tunkσσ′ = i
∑
p,σ2

[V †LR]σ2σ
[VLR]σ′σ2

(fLσ′(εkσ′)− fRσ2
(εpσ2

)

εkσ′ − εpσ2
− iη

+
fLσ(εkσ)− fRσ2

(εpσ2
)

εpσ2
− εkσ − iη

)
, (16)

and

RL,leadkσσ′ =
i(εkσ − εkσ′)

εkσ − εkσ′ + iη

∑
p,σ2

[VLR]σ′σ2
[V ∗LR]σσ2

(fRσ2
(εpσ2

)− fLσ′(εkσ′)

εkσ′ − εpσ2
− iη

+
fRσ2

(εpσ2
)− fLσ(εkσ)

εpσ2
− εkσ − iη

)
, (17)

where fLσ and fRσ are the Fermi distributions in the leads [with the spin index indicating the spin dependence of the
respective chemical potential, Eq. (3)]. The second contribution, Eq. (17), has only off-diagonal elements, σ 6= σ′,
and it exists only when the left lead is polarized (at equilibrium), i.e., when εkσ 6= εkσ′ . In this case, the off-diagonal
terms in the two contributions to RLkσσ′ cancel each other, and this matrix becomes diagonal. In fact, a Keldysh
calculation within the wide-band approximation21 shows that this rather surprising cancellation happens to all orders
in the tunneling.20 This important result, which was not included in earlier papers, implies that the magnetization in
a polarized lead can change only in the direction of its equilibrium polarization.

Returning to Eq. (16), we re-write it in the form

RL,tunkσσ′ = i
∑
p,σ2

∫
dω[V ∗LR]σσ2

[VLR]σ′σ2

(
δ(ω − εpσ2

)fRσ2
(ω)
[ 1

εkσ − ω + iη
− 1

εkσ′ − ω − iη

]
+
fLσ(ω)δ(ω − εkσ)

εpσ2
− ω − iη

− fLσ′(ω)δ(ω − εkσ′)

εpσ2
− ω + iη

)
. (18)

Here, fLσ(ω) = [exp[(ω − µLσ)/(kBT )] + 1]−1 is the Fermi distribution in the left lead [with an analogous definition
for the distribution in the right reservoir, see Eq. (3)].

The contributions from the principal parts of the inte-
grals may be ignored (as can be seen by turning the sum
over p into an integral, within the wide-band limit), we
find∑

k

RL,tunkσσ′ = πJ2
∑
σ2

∫
dω[Ṽ ∗LR]σσ2

[ṼLR]σ′σ2
NRσ2

(ω)

×
(
NLσ(ω)[fRσ2

(ω)− fLσ(ω)]

+NLσ′(ω)[fRσ2
(ω)− fLσ′(ω)]

)
, (19)

where the density of states of the left lead is

NLσ(ω) =
∑
k

δ(ω − εkσ) , (20)

and similarly for is the density of states NRσ(ω) of the
right lead. In the following we treat these densities of
states in the wide-band limit21, replacing them by their
values at the Fermi level.

The traces involved in the calculation of the currents,
Eqs. (11) and (12), are conveniently carried out in a
matrix form, using the notations

NL(R) = N 0
L(R)1 + ∆NL(R)σ · nL(R) , (21)

where

N 0
L(R) = (N 0

L(R)↑ +N 0
L(R)↓)/2 ,

∆NL(R) = (N 0
L(R)↑ −N

0
L(R)↓)/2 , (22)

and

fL(R) = f̄L(R)1 + ∆fL(R)σ · n̂L(R) , (23)

where

f̄L(R) = (fL(R)↑ + fL(R)↓)/2 ,

∆fL(R) = (fL(R)↑ − fL(R)↓)/2 . (24)

Here we assumed that both the equilibrium and the non-
equilibrium polarizations on the reservoirs (generated by
∆NL(R) and by ∆fL(R), respectively) point in the same

direction. It is easy to change that configuration via the
rotations discussed in Sec. V. One then finds that the
particle current is

IL = 2πJ2

∫
dωTr

{
ṼLRNRfR(ω)Ṽ †LRNL

− ṼLRNRṼ
†
LRNLfL(ω)

}
, (25)

while the spin current in the left lead is

ṀL = πJ2

∫
dωTr

{(
ṼLRNRfR(ω)Ṽ †LRNL

+ NLṼLRNRfR(ω)Ṽ †LR − ṼLRNRṼ
†
LRNLfL(ω)

−NLfL(ω)ṼLRNRṼ
†
LR

)
σ
}
. (26)

The corresponding currents in the right lead are found
by changing L↔ R, see Sec. II.
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In the linear-response regime, one expands the Fermi
functions around their equilibrium value, f(ω) =
[eβ(ω−µ) + 1]−1. Assuming that the temperatures of the
two leads are identical, we write

fLσ(ω) ∼ f(ω) + (µ − µLσ)
∂f(ω)

∂ω
, (27)

and use
∫
dω ∂f(ω)∂ω = −1, to obtain

IL = G0(µ0
R − µ0

L)−GL,‖UL +GR,‖UR , (28)

for the particle current, with the transport coefficients

G0 = 2πJ2Tr{Ṽ †LRNLṼLRNR} ,

GL,‖ = 2πJ2Tr{Ṽ †LRNLσ · n̂LṼLRNR} ,

GR,‖ = 2πJ2Tr{ṼLRNRσ · n̂RṼ
†
LRNL} . (29)

Interchanging L and R also implies interchanging ṼLR
and Ṽ †LR, hence IL = −IR ≡ I; the total number of
particles is conserved.

The linear-response expression for the spin current in
the left lead is

ṀL = πJ2Tr{ṼLRNRṼ
†
LR(NLσ + σNL)(µ0

R − µ0
L)

− ṼLRNRṼ
†
LR(NLσ · n̂Lσ + σNLσ · n̂L)UL

+ ṼLRNRσ · n̂RṼ
†
LR(NLσ + σNL)UR} . (30)

As discussed above, when the lead L is polarized then
only the magnetization parallel to the quantization axis
n̂L survives. One then finds

ṀL
‖ = GL,‖(µ

0
R − µ0

L)−G0UL +G×,‖UR , (31)

where

G×,‖ = 2πJ2Tr{Ṽ †LRNLσ · nLṼLRNRσ · n̂R} , (32)

and the other transport coefficients are given in Eqs.
(29). Equations (28) and (31) generalize Eq. (23) of
Ref. 18, by the addition of the magnetic field acting on
the weak link.

When the lead L is unpolarized, there is no meaning to
the choice of the quantization axis along n̂L. Instead, one
introduces the direction of the magnetization generated
by UL, denoted (for simplicity) by the same n̂L (see Fig.
1), and then

ṀL = GL(µ0
R − µ0

L)−G0ULn̂L + G×UR . (33)

The new transport coefficients GL and G× can be read
from Eq. (30). They are elaborated upon in Sec. V.

V. RESULTS

The detailed calculations of the particle and spin cur-
rents in terms of the various chemical potentials and spin-
dependent densities of state is presented in App. A. Sev-
eral specific configurations of the polarization axes can be

considered. In the examples described below, we choose
the link to lie along the x−axis (ŝ = x̂), the Zeeman field
acting on the weak link to be directed along the z−axis

(b̂ = ẑ), and the effective magnetic field induced by the

spin-orbit coupling along the y−axis (b̂so = ŷ), so that

b̂so × b̂ = ŝ. Recall that we use units in which ~ = 1,
and consider particle (and not charge) currents.

A. Unpolarized reservoirs

In the simplest configuration, both leads in the decou-
pled junction are not polarized, the densities of states are
independent of the spin index, i.e., ∆NL = ∆NR = 0,
and the (dimensionless) conductance G0 becomes [see
Eqs. (7) and (8)]

G0 = γG0 = γ(V 2
0 + V 2

so + V 2
b ) , (34)

where

γ = 4πJ2N 0
LN 0

R (35)

is the conductance (or transparency) of the link without
the spin-orbit and the Zeeman interactions, i.e., when
Vso = Vb = 0 and V0 = 1. The conductance (34) does not
depend on the directions of these fields. It monotonically
increases with B and oscillates with qsos, see Fig. 2(a).
Since the reservoirs are unpolarized, the vectors n̂L and
n̂R are not defined (unless UL and/or UR are non-zero,
see below). Instead, Eqs. (29) and (A5) show that

GL = (γ/2)Tr{Ṽ †LRσṼLR} = γ(G1 − G2)

= 2Vbγ(V0b̂− Vsob̂so × b̂) . (36)

With our choice of the directions, the second term points
along the link. The magnetization generated in the left
lead by a bias voltage µ0

R−µ0
L (note: we use e = 1) then

has a component along b̂, of magnitude 2γV0Vb, which is
odd in B and even in qso [Fig. 2(b)], and a component
along ŝ, of magnitude 2γVsoVb, which is odd in B and in
qso [Fig. 2(c)]. Both components vanish in the absence
of the Zeeman field (as expected14 when time-reversal
symmetry is restored), and grow monotonically with |B|.
Varying the electric field which determines the strength
of the spin-orbit coupling at a fixed value of B, rotates

this magnetization in the b̂−ŝ plane (see Fig. 1), which is

perpendicular to the SOI vector b̂so. From Eqs. (A8) and
(A4) one can also see that the corresponding coefficient
for the right reservoir, GR = γ(G1 +G2), is given by the
same components, except that the component along the
link changes sign.

The above results represent the currents for UL =
UR = 0 [see Eq. (3)]. However, spin polarization in the
leads can also be induced when the chemical potentials
assigned to them are spin-dependent. These polariza-
tions are associated with a direction of the magnetiza-
tion, n̂L and n̂R for the left and right lead, respectively.
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The contributions to the particle current are then given
by Eq. (28), with GL,‖ = GL · n̂L, GR,‖ = GR · n̂R.

The magnetization current is given by Eq. (33), with

G× = γGn̂R
3 . This vector modifies the rotation of the

magnetization of the electrons as they move from the
right lead to the left lead through the weak link, which
contains both the SOI and the Zeeman fields. In particu-

lar, Gn̂R
3 = (V 2

0 −V 2
so+V 2

b )b̂−2V0Vsoŝ, (V 2
0 −V 2

b −V 2
so)ŝ+

2V0Vsob̂, (V 2
0 − V 2

b + V 2
so)b̂so, for n̂R = b̂, ŝ, b̂so, and

all these components oscillate with q2s (which decreases
as |B| increases). In the first two cases this vector con-

tributes to the rotation of the spin current in the b̂ − ŝ
plane, in addition to the results shown in Figs. 2(b) and
(c). In the third case, this vector generates a spin compo-
nent perpendicular to that plane, i.e., along its original
direction along n̂R.

a)

-6 -4 -2 2 4 6
qsos

1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5

G0

b)

-6 -4 -2 2 4 6
qsos

1

2

3

GL·b


c)

-6 -4 -2 2 4 6
qsos

-2

-1

1

2
GL·s

FIG. 2: (Color online.) Conductance coefficients (in units of γ = 4πJ2N 0
LN 0

R) versus the strength qso of the spin-orbit coupling
(in units of 1/s), or the length of the link s (in units of 1/qso) for unpolarized leads. The three lines are for m∗aBs = 0.1, 0.5, 1

(blue, red, black, with increasing dashes). (a) G0(B), Eq. (34), (b) GL · b̂ and (c) GL · ŝ, Eq. (36).

B. Two polarized reservoirs

When both leads are polarized, there are no ‘trans-
verse’ components of the spin currents. In equilibrium,
the leads are polarized along n̂L and n̂R, with magne-
tizations which are proportional to pL ≡ ∆NL/N 0

L and
pR ≡ ∆NR/N 0

R, respectively. In the absence of the Zee-
man field on the link, we find that G1 = G2 = 0 and

G4 = (V 2
0 − V 2

so)n̂L · n̂R + 2V 2
so(b̂so · n̂R)(b̂so · n̂L) −

2V0Vso[n̂R × n̂L] · b̂so, and consequently

G0 = γ
(
G0 + pLpRG4

)
,

GL,‖ = γ
(
pRG4 + pLG0

)
,

GR,‖ = γ
(
pLG4 + pRG0

)
,

G×,‖ = γ
(
pLpRG0 + G4

)
. (37)

If the SOI interaction also vanishes, we have G0 = 1 and
G4 = n̂L · n̂R, and then

G0 = γ
(
1 + pLpRn̂L · n̂R

)
,

GL,‖ = γ
(
pRn̂L · n̂R + pL

)
,

GR,‖ = γ
(
pLn̂L · n̂R + pR

)
,

G×,‖ = γ
(
pLpR + n̂L · n̂R

)
. (38)

Note that when the leads are unpolarized only the ‘usual’
transparency of the link, G0 = γ, survives, and there are
no spin currents. Choosing pL, pR > 0, the conductance
and the spin conductance are maximal when n̂L = n̂R,

and minimal when n̂L = −n̂R. In particular, in the latter
case the current is completely blocked when the leads are
fully polarized, pL = pR = 1, as expected by the theory
of Datta and Das9.

A configuration where the leads are fully polarized and
pL = pR = 1, is realized for instance when they are made
of half metals. In this case,

G0 = GL,‖ = GR,‖ = G×,‖ = γ
[
(G1 − G2) · n̂L

+ (G1 + G2) · n̂R + G0 + G4
]
. (39)

The equality of all these coefficients simply means that
IL = G0(µR↑ − µL↑), where µL(R)↑ = µ0

L(R) + UL(R).

When n̂L and n̂R are both parallel to b̂, this reduces to

G0 = GL,‖ = GR,‖ = G×,‖ = 2γ
(
V0 + Vb

)2
. (40)

This expression applies when n̂L = n̂R = b̂. If we change

the sign of b̂, this expression becomes γ
(
V0 − Vb

)2
. In

both cases, the Zeeman field can be used to increase or
decrease both the charge and the spin conductances.

For the other possibility, n̂L = −n̂R = b̂, we obtain

G0 = GL,‖ = GR,‖ = G×,‖ = 2γV 2
so . (41)

Indeed, in this case the SOI opens the Datta-Das block-
ing, and the conductances oscillate strongly with qso.
Without the SOI there is no (particle or spin) current
between the reservoirs. Interestingly, this result depends
on the Zeeman field only via q2, which determines the
period of the oscillations.
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When n̂L = n̂R = ŝ = b̂so × b̂, we have

G0 = GL,‖ = GR,‖ = G×,‖ = 2γV 2
0 . (42)

Clearly, rotating the two reservoir magnetizations allows
the measurement of all three coefficients in Eq. (8),
V0, Vb and Vso.

C. A polarized lead coupled to an unpolarized one

Assuming that only the right lead is polarized, the
transport coefficients for the charge and spin currents in
that lead are given by Eqs. (A8), alas with ∆NL = 0.
However, the vector n̂L loses its meaning, and there is
no distinction between the ‘longitudinal’ and ‘transverse’
spin components in the transport coefficients pertaining
to the unpolarized lead L. Instead, combining Eqs. (A8)
and (A12) or a direct derivation based on Eq. (29) give

ṀL = GL(µ0
R − µ0

L) + G×UR , (43)

with

G0 = γ[G0 + pR(G1 + G2) · n̂R] ,

GL = γ
(
G1 − G2 + pRG

n̂R
3

)
,

G× = γ[Gn̂R
3 + pR(G1 − G2)] . (44)

The first term in the expression for GL coincides with
Eq. (36) for the unpolarized leads, and the second term
represents the additional contribution from the polariza-
tion of the right lead. When the SOI and the Zeeman

field on the link vanish then Gn̂R
3 = n̂R, and the result

GL = γpRn̂R reflects the polarization on the lead R, as
expected. The transport coefficients for the unpolarized
case were already presented in Fig. 2, and examples of

Gn̂R
3 , for several directions of n̂R, were discussed at the

end of Sec. V A. Interestingly, the effects of pR and of UR
on the spin current in lead L are similar: both generate

an additional spin current along Gn̂R
3 . The values of GL,

for pR = 1 and n̂R = b̂, are shown in Fig. 3.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have systematically investigated the
effects of a Zeeman field on the particle and spin cur-
rents through a spin-orbit active weak link connecting
two reservoirs, in the possible presence of equilibrium
magnetizations in the reservoirs. Even when the reser-
voirs are not polarized, the magnetic field acting in the
link increases the particle conductance through the link,
and generates tunable spin currents flowing into the reser-
voirs. Adding a non-equilibrium magnetization in one
of the reservoirs (by spin-dependent chemical potentials)
allows further tuning of the magnitude and direction of
the magnetization injected into the other (unpolarized)
reservoir.
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FIG. 3: (Color online.) The magnetization conductance GL

(in units of γ) injected into the left un-polarized lead (pL =
0) due to a full polarization of the right lead (pR = 1), for
different values of the SOI and the Zeeman energy on the link,
with n̂R = b̂. The arrows are all in the b̂− ŝ plane.

The original Datta-Das spin field-effect transistor9 as-
sumed that the reservoirs are fully polarized, and this
can be achieved, e.g. with half metals. Without the
magnetic field acting in the link, the SOI reproduces
the Datta-Das predictions, e.g. lifting the spin block-
ing which arises when the reservoirs are polarized in op-
posite directions. Here we generalized their model, and
allowed for arbitrary directions of the magnetizations of
the reservoirs. Our most surprising result (which holds
to all orders in the perturbation expansion) is that spins
injected into a polarized reservoir can only modify this
polarization, without any ‘transverse’ components. For
this reason, we recommend polarizing only one reservoir.
In this case we find that spin injection into the other
reservoir is completely tunable, and we give explicit sim-
ple expressions for this spin current. Both an equilib-
rium polarization and polarization due to spin-dependent
chemical potential on the right reservoir generate an ad-

ditional left reservoir magnetization along Gn̂R
3 [defined

in Eq. (A13)], which adds more tuning possibilities of
the latter magnetization.

Without any time-reversal-breaking fields there is no
injection of spin polarization into the reservoirs. If the
aim of the spintronic device is to produce such a polar-
ization, then one must add a magnetic field and/or mag-
netically polarize some parts of the system. Our results
show that this is best achieved if one adds a Zeeman field
that acts on the link, without polarizing the reservoirs,
or by polarizing one of the reservoirs (preferably using a
half metal) and measuring the spin accumulation in the
other reservoir. In the former case, the spin polarizations
in the two reservoirs differ from each other, and can be
tuned separately.

We do not have a full ‘hand-waving’ explanation for
the vanishing of the ‘transverse’ spin components in the
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polarized reservoirs. Apparently, the equilibrium polar-
ization sets a quantization axis for the spins along that
polarization, and the incoming spins are projected onto
that axis, while their transverse components average to
zero.

The strength of the spin-orbit interaction appears
in our results via the dimensionless product qsos [Eq.
(8) and following text]. Are there materials for which
this product can be significant? A Shubnikov-de Haas
experiment24 on an Al0.25In0.75As barrier layer gave a
value for the Rashba coefficient (in different units) of α =
3×10−11 eV/m. With the effective mass m∗ = 0.023 m0,
this gives qso = m∗α/~2 = 9× 106 m−1. Weak antilocal-
ization measurements in a quaternary InGaAsP/InGaAs
heterointerface25 yielded α = 10.4 × 10−12 eV/m. With
an effective mass m∗ = 0.0408 m0, this gives qso = 5.55×
106 m−1. Thus, s = 300 nm would imply qsos ≈ 1.6−2.7,
which is quite large.
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Appendix A: Traces

The transport coefficients in Eq. (29) are

G0/(2πJ
2) = Tr{Ṽ †LR(N 0

L1 + ∆NLn̂L · σ)ṼLR(N 0
R1 + ∆NRn̂R · σ)} ,

GL,‖/(2πJ
2) = Tr{Ṽ †LR(N 0

Ln̂L · σ + ∆NL1)ṼLR(N 0
R1 + ∆NRn̂R · σ)} ,

GR,‖/(2πJ
2) = Tr{ṼLR(N 0

Rn̂R · σ + ∆NR1)Ṽ †LR(N 0
L1 + ∆NLn̂L · σ)} . (A1)

In our model, the tunneling matrix has the form [see Eqs. (8)]

ṼLR = V01 + C · σ , with C = Vbb̂ + iVsob̂so . (A2)

Using these notations, one finds

ṼLRṼ
†
LR = V 2

0 1 + V0(C + C∗) · σ + |C|2 + i[C×C∗] · σ
= (V 2

0 + V 2
b + V 2

so)1 + 2Vb
(
V0b̂− Vso[b̂so × b̂]

)
· σ = G01 + (G1 − G2) · σ , (A3)

where G0, G1 and G2 are defined in Eq. (A9), and

ṼLR(ˆ̀ · σ)Ṽ †LR = (V 2
0 − |C|2)(ˆ̀ · σ) + (V0[C + C∗] · ˆ̀ + i[C∗ ×C] · ˆ̀)1

+ iV0[C−C∗]× ˆ̀ · σ + [C∗ · ˆ̀C + C · ˆ̀C∗] · σ = (G1 + G2) · ˆ̀1 + G
ˆ`
3 · σ , (A4)

where G
ˆ`
3 is defined in Eq. (A13) and ˆ̀ is an arbitrary

unit vector. Note that interchanging L ↔ R reverses

the sign of b̂so, and therefore the signs of G2 and of the

last term in G
ˆ`
3 , leaving the other G’s unchanged. This

change is also equivalent to interchanging ṼL:R with Ṽ †RL,
and therefore

Ṽ †LRṼLR = G01 + (G1 + G2) · σ ,

Ṽ †LR(ˆ̀ · σ)ṼLR = (G1 − G2) · ˆ̀1 + G
ˆ`
3′ · σ , (A5)

with

G
ˆ`
3′ = (2V 2

0 − G0)ˆ̀ + 2
(
V 2
b (b̂ · ˆ̀)b̂ + V 2

so(b̂so · ˆ̀)b̂so

+ V0Vso[b̂so × ˆ̀]
)
. (A6)

These identities are sufficient for calculating all the nec-
essary traces.

The ‘longitudinal’ component of the magnetization
rate is

ṀL
‖ = ṀL · n̂L = GL,‖(µ

0
R − µ0

L)

−G0UL +G×,‖UR , (A7)

and the only additional coefficient is G×,‖, given in Eq.
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(A11). The ‘transverse’ component is needed only when
the left lead in unpolarized, namely when ∆NL = 0, and
the result is given in Eq. (A12).

The coefficients in Eq. (29) are found to be

G0 = 4πJ2
(
N 0
LN 0

RG0 +N 0
L∆NR(G1 + G2) · n̂R

+N 0
R∆NL(G1 − G2) · n̂L + ∆NL∆NRG4

)
,

GL,‖ = 4πJ2[N 0
LN 0

R(G1 − G2) · n̂L +N 0
L∆NRG4

+N 0
R∆NLG0 + ∆NL∆NR(G1 + G2) · n̂R] ,

GR,‖ = 4πJ2[N 0
LN 0

R(G1 + G2) · n̂R +N 0
L∆NRG0

+N 0
R∆NLG4 + ∆NL∆NR(G1 − G2) · n̂L] , (A8)

where [see Eqs. (8)]

G0 = V 2
0 + V 2

so + V 2
b ,

G1 = 2VbV0b̂ ,

G2 = 2VbVso
[
b̂so × b̂

]
, (A9)

and

G4 = (2V 2
0 − G0)n̂R · n̂L + 2

(
V 2
b b̂ · n̂Rb̂ · n̂L

+ V 2
sob̂so · n̂Rb̂so · n̂L − V0Vso[b̂so × n̂R] · n̂L

)
.

(A10)

The coefficient G4 is even under interchanging L by R.
Since ∆NL and ∆NR are odd under changing the sign
of the lead magnetizations, and G1 and G2 are odd un-
der changing the sign of B, G0 is even and the other

two coefficients are odd under such a change. Also, as
interchanging L with R changes the sign of G2, we find
GL,‖ ↔ GR,‖ under L↔ R, implying that particle num-

ber is conserved.

The other coefficients of the magnetization rates are

G×,‖ = 4πJ2
(
N 0
LN 0

RG4 +N 0
L∆NR(G1 − G2) · n̂L

+N 0
R∆NL(G1 + G2) · n̂R + ∆NL∆NRG0

)
,

(A11)

and (when ∆NL = 0)

GL = 2πJ2N 0
LTr{ṼLRNRṼ

†
LRσ}

= 4πJ2N 0
L

[
N 0
R(G1 − G2) + ∆NRG

nR
3

]
,

G× = 2πJ2N 0
LTr{ṼLRNRσ · n̂RṼ

†
LRσ}

= 4πJ2N 0
L

[
N 0
RG

n̂R
3 + ∆NR(G1 − G2)

]
, (A12)

where

G`3 = (2V 2
0 − G0)ˆ̀ + 2

(
V 2
b (b̂ · ˆ̀)b̂ + V 2

so(b̂so · ˆ̀)b̂so

− V0Vso[b̂so × ˆ̀]
)
, (A13)

for an arbitrary unit vector `. Interestingly, the total
magnetization is not conserved, and we find that the link
injects polarized spins into the leads, ṀL + ṀR 6= 0.
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